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DR. MARIANO SAMANIEGO
(1831-1905)

Citizen of the El Paso Valley
6y Manuel (j. (jonzafes

EVERAL YEARS AGO, A KNOWLEDGEABLE
authority on local history observed that it is impossible
to separate the history of El Paso from that of Ciudad
1
J uarez. This observation is especially relevant during the late nineteenth
century, when both towns found themselves developing along parallel lines
in isolation from population centers elsewhere. During those halcyon days,
individuals in one frontier community found themselves almost equally at
ease in the other, in spite of the international border which had come to
separate them after 1848. One of the most prominent of these residents
of the area was Dr. Mariano Samaniego, a man much admired by his
contemporaries on both sides of the border, but one whose weighty contributions to the development of the area have largely been forgotten.
Mariano Samaniego was born in July, 1831. This is one of the few
facts about his youth which is undisputed. On almost everything else the
history books disagree. For example, there's the question of his birthplace.
His obituary in the El Paso Daily Times of October 3, 1905, cites Janos,
a presidia in western Chihuahua, which is probably correct. Most biog159
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raphies, however, state that Samaniego was a native of Bavispe, a small
isolated presidio town in eastern Sonora.2 The source of this piece of
misinformation-and others as well- is that our subject is often confused
with another individual of the same name, Mariano G. Samaniego (known
as M. G. Samaniego to contemporaries), who was born in Bavispe (in
1844) and who also played an important role in the economic and political
life of the American Southwest, especially in and around Tucson, until his
death in 1907.3 Apparently the two Samaniegos were cousins. 4
Mariano's parents were Florentino Samaniego and Maria Josefa Jesus
del Pilar Delgado. Little is known about the father, but the mother came
from a distinguished family, the Mieras; Maria Josefa's mother was Ana
Maria Miera, who married Fernando Delgado. Their first child was Marfa
Josefa, who was born in 1815.5 She and Florentino were married in Santa
Fe thirteen years later. 6 Don Florentino, a soldier, wound up in Bavispe,
where he served as commandant of the presidio until his death in 1838 at
the hands of the Apaches. 7 Maria Josefa, only twenty-three years old, was
left in desperate straits, residing in the middle of the Apacheria, the sole
support of five children: Refugio, Adelaida, Concepci6n, Mariano, and
Fernando.
Fortunately, this unhappy state of affairs did not last very long. Marfa
Josefa's cousin, a son of her mother's sister Marfa Teresa (the wife of
Antonio Ortiz), was the famous parish priest of El Paso del Norte (presentday Ciudad Juarez), Ram6n Ortiz (1814-1896), who presided over the
Mission of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe.8 The courageous Father Ortiz
made the arduous trip to Sonora, the Apache threat notwithstanding, and
returned with his cousin and her children, who were reared in the Ortiz
household by the priest and his two sisters, Ana Marfa and Rosario. 9
Three years after arriving in Paso del Norte, Mariano, now ten years
old, had his first significant encounter with Americans. 10 A Texan attempt
to invade New Mexico in 1841 turned out to be a fiasco. Taken prisoners
by Governor Manuel Armijo and his soldiers, the men of Texas were
conducted to Paso del Norte in chains before being transferred to Mexico
City. The prisoners, according to their own account, were subjected to
horrible abuse by the authorities.11 The citizens of Paso del Norte,
however, sympathized with the prisoners' plight and tried to make amends
for the indignities they suffered. Particularly hospitable was the youthful
parish priest, who treated the norteamericanos with Christian charity,
Dr. Manuel G. Gonzales is a member of the history faculty at Diablo Valley
College, Pleasanl Hill, California. His book The Hispanic Elite of the Southwest
was published last year by Texas Western Press.
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which they never forgot. 12
Father Ortiz' kindness
was reciprocated a few
short years later. During
the war with Mexico (which
resulted in part because of
the annexation by the United States of the Lone Star Republic), American
troops under Colonel Alexander W. Doniphan occupied Paso del Norte
(December, 1846-January, 1847). Now it was Father Ortiz and his family
who found themselves captives. 13 Though taken hostage, Father Ortiz was
well-treated, being one of the most prominent members of the community.
But that did not prevent him from taking up the cause of Mexican residents
in occupied territory after the war and encouraging their repatriation to
Mexico. Though a man of God, he was also a zealous Mexican patriotlater, in 1848, serving as a deputy in the Federal Congress. 14 After the
signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, Father Ortiz remained in Paso
del Norte and devoted himself to the spiritual and moral welfare of his
flock.
The priest also gave considerable time and attention to his large
family. Of all his cousin's children, his favorite was Mariano. 15 A
precocious child, the youth was given a first-rate education by his "uncle."
In late 1852, when the government took a special census to determine the
extent of literacy in the Canton Bravos, the administrative area surrounding the pueblo, Mariano, age twenty-one, was listed as one of the few
Pasef'ios with this ability .16 The priest hoped that his protege would follow
in his footsteps, and with this aim in mind Mariano was sent to a seminary
in Durango, where Father Ortiz had been trained himself. But the youth
had ideas of his own. He found his "calling" in medicine.
Mariano Samaniego received his early medical training in Mexico
City. 17 There must have been wealth in the family because he was able
to continue his studies in Europe. He was sent off to the Sorbonne, where,
it was said, he worked under Louis Pasteur. 18 He earned his degree in Paris
on May 30, 1859. 19 His medical training completed, Dr. Samaniego
returned to Chihuahua the following year, settling down in Paso del Norte,
where he initiated his practice. 20
The young doctor returned to find that the town was slowly changing.
Trade on the Chihuahua Trail, linking Paso del Norte to Santa Fe in the
north and the city of Chihuahua in the south, continued to be as significant
now as it had been in the years immediatley following 1821, when
American traders, on their way to southern markets, had revitalized the

-
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ancient artery of transportation and commerce.21 The valley's economy
had also received a boost when the Forty-niners made their appearance.
By late August, 1849, four hundred wagons had passed through on their
way to the gold fields of Califomia.22 The village was being transformed,
slowly but surely, into a busy commercial center (although nothing to
compare, it is true, to the amazing transformation brought about in the early
1880s by the railroads). Among the most active freighters serving Paso
del Norte-and the hamlets up and down the Rio Grande, including El Paso
(informally called Franklin for a time)-in the 1850s and '60s were the
Mexicans Ynocente Ochoa, Gabriel Valdez, and Marciano Varela, who
were joined by Anglos Alejandro Daguerre, Isaac Lightner, William T.
Smith, Benjamin Franklin Coons, James and John Edgar, and August
Santleben. 23 Moreover, the Butterfield Overland Mail, initiated in 1858,
passed through El Paso, bringing economic benefits to the entire valley.
The changes taking place in the area were reflected in the fortunes of
the Samaniego family. By 1860, Mariano's brother, Fernando, had
embarked on a promising career in business; and all of Mariano's sisters
had married into wealth. Refugio, the eldest in the family, was now the
wife of Alejandro Daguerre, the successful Santa Fe trader; Adelaida had
married a local merchant, Rafael Velarde; and Concepci6n found a
husband in Ynocente Ochoa, a pillar in the community after his arrival
around 1849, as well as the most successful merchant in town and also
a close friend of Father Oritz.24
The priest himself continued to exert a powerful influence on the town,
where he was perceived as the civic as well as the spiritual leader of the
community. The future looked bright for the young physician and his
family in 1860, but there were dark clouds on the horizon.
The American Civil War had a significant impact along the Rio
Grande. The fledgling American settlement of El Paso was overrun by
the Confederacy in 1861. Most of the local Anglo citizenry, led by James
W. Magoffin, the old Kentucky trader, and Colonel A. J. Fountain, who
had entered the area as an American soldier during the Mexican War,
supported the Southern cause. Ultimately, though, the Rebels were forced
to abandon the town, many fleeing to Paso del Norte, where Union
sympathizers had preceded them a few years earlier. And when Brigadier
General James H. Carleton led his Union troops into the city in 1863, Dr.
Samaniego was one of the first to welcome their entry. 25
Mariano Samaniego's enthusiastic support of the Union can only be
appreciated in light of the events taking place south of the border. The
period of the American Civil War was as turbulent in Mexico as it was
162
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in the United States. Civil strife had been endemic in the Mexican
Republic since the time of independence from Spain. The weakness of
the government was much in evidence during the war with the norteamericanos. The conflict was short and very beneficial to the United States
(which succeeded in divesting the Mexicans of one half of their national
territory by 1854). Mexico's prospects had not improved much during the
next few years as Conservatives and Liberals battled to gain control of the
government. This political anarchy and American preoccupation with
internal problems during the War between the States encouraged the illfated attempt by Napoleon III to extend French hegemony into the New
World by imposing on the Mexicans a puppet government headed by
Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian of Austria. There were some collaborators, mostly in the ranks of the Conservatives, who felt that European
intervention was the last hope of crushing the Liberal heresy at home, but
the great majority of the population, shaken from its apathy, rallied to the
banner of the Indian leader, paladin of the Liberal movement, Benito
Juarez.
The borderlands were not unaffected by these momentous events.
Previously the pobladores (settlers) of the Far North had taken only slight
interest in the political life of the nation, preoccupied as they were with
their own vast problems, none more pressing than that of hostile Indian
tribes. After mid-century, with the contraction of Mexico's northern
borders, the Norte nos were more attuned to the events unfolding in Mexico
City, and regionalism began to weaken. Moreover, the defeat of 1848 had
inspired a sense of Mexican nationalism which hadn't been there before. 26
Benito Juarez found widespread support in Paso del Norte for his struggle
against Maximilian. President Lincoln's opposition to French intervention
in Mexico (based upon the Monroe Doctrine), and consequently the
emperor's support of the Confederacy, qictated that patriotic Mexicans
would champion the cause of the Union in the American Civil War.
Young Dr. Samaniego, in spite of his recent sojourn in Paris, where
he had encountered a culture much admired throughout the world during
the course of the nineteenth century, especially in Latin America, did not
hesitate to join resistance to French domination. Like his "uncle," Dr.
Samaniego was an ardent patriot.
This patriotism was at the heart of his Liberal philosophy, I would
guess. (Essentially a man of action, Samaniego left no political testament.)
Anti-clericalism, the leading element of Mexican Liberalism in the nineteenth century, was, at best, a secondary consideration, given his long and
affectionate association with Father Ortiz, who continued to reside in Paso
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del Norte until his death in 1896. 27 Certanily there is nothing to indicate
that Samaniego, unlike many of his Liberal colleagues at this time, was
a member of the Masonic Fraternity. Indeed, during the last years of his
life, at least, he was affiliated with the Knights of Columbus.28
Mariano Samaniego's political career antedated the French foray into
Mexico. He initiated his involvement at the age of thirty, when-together
with his brother-in-law Rafael Velarde-he won election as a deputy to the
Chihuahua state legislature in September, 1861, for a two-year term. 29 He
was a supporter of President Juarez from the outset. Concurrently, in l 862
and 1863, he was appointedje/e polftico (prefect) for Canton Bravos. 30 He
won reelection to the state assembly in September, 1863. However, this
term was cut short in May of the following year when President Juarez,
forced from the capital by his enemies and driven to desperate measures,
suspended the operation of the Chihuahua legislature by declaring a state
of siege.31
As the situation worsened, the beleagured Juarez was forced to seek
sanctuary in Paso del Norte, which now became the seat of his government
in exile. This location had two major advantages: it was close to the United
States, which favored the Republican cause; and the customshouse provided a reliable source of desperately needed income. Juarez resided in
the city from August 14, 1865, to November 15, 1865, and again from
December 18, 1865, to June 17, 1866.32
Samaniego was one of Juarez's leading adherents in Paso del Norte,
and in fact has been described as a "friend" of Juarez. 33 During this period
he served as surgeon under the command of Don Luis Terrazas in the
Republican Army of the North. 34 Other prominent Pasenos who gave
moral and financial support were Jose M. Uranga, jefe polftico of the
district, and Juan Zubiran, the local Collector of Customs. 35
The Republic ultimately triumphed. Once French troops were removed from Mexico on account of events taking place in Europe, Maximilian was left at the mercy of the rebels; the Austrian emperor was
executed on June 19, 1867. The tragic interlude over, Juarez proceeded
to reward his loyal followers. Samaniego was one of the major beneficiaries on the northern frontier of this largess. (He and other fortunate
Pasenos displayed their gratitude in 1888 when they renamed their city
Ciudad Juarez in honor of the illustrious patriot.) In 1867, when Juarez
was elected President of the Republic for the third time, Dr. Samaniego,
his faithful ally, won election as deputy to the IV Federal Congress
representing Chihuahua. 36 At about this time, too, he served as both jefe
polftico and jefe militar (military chief) in the Bravos district. 37
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By now Dr. Samaniego's political fortunes were intimately bound to
those of Luis Terrazas, the caudillo who would dominate state politics to
the time of his death in 1923. The source of Terrazas' power derived not
only from the military prowess he displayed in dealing with his enemies
(notably during the French intervention), but also-and increasingly-from
the wealth he came to accumulate. Beginning as a rancher with a modest
landholding outside of Chihuahua City, General Terrazas was able to build
an empire commencing shortly after the war against the French. Eventually Don Luis acquired some seven million acres of land, becoming "the
largest hacendado in Mexico and perhaps in all of Latin America. "38 He
built a political machine to match, of which Samaniego was a part.39 The
doctor served two more terms in the Chihuahua legislature from January,
1868, to September, 1871.40
The defeat of the French troops and their Conservative allies had
insured the triumph of Liberal principles. Unfortunately, it wasn't long
before the victors fell out among themselves; in November, 1871, Porfirio
Dfaz, a disgruntled military leader from Oaxaca, proclaimed the Plan de
la Noria and led an unsuccessful attempt to overthrow the government.
Terrazas and Samaniego backed Juarez against the insurrectos. 41 The
death of the Indian President in 1872, however, created problems for his
supporters, convincing Dr. Samaniego that he should leave the country.
He spent the next two years in exile across the river, in El Paso.42
He got along well with the Anglo citizens of El Paso, which was hardly

few Unionists there during
the Civil War and a man
who now controlled the political life of the small town. 44 Years later Mills
recalled that this friendship was not unique: "Common trials and dangers
united the two races as one family, and the fact that one man was a Mexican
and another an American was seldom mentioned, and I believe as seldom
thought about. Each man was esteemed at his real worth, and I think our
estimates of each other's characters were generally more correct than in
more artificial societies."45
Samaniego returned to Chihuahua and was elected to the state legis165
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lature in September, 1875,46 but his tenure was cut short by problems
emanating from Mexico City. By now, Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada had
assumed the presidency in Mexico, but when he attempted to win reelection in 1876 General Diaz again raised the flag of revolt, declaring his Plan
de Tuxtepac (January 10, 1876) and defeating his rival on the field of battle
in November.
Terrazas, who was governor of Chihuahua, and his friend and political
ally Mariano Samaniego again opposed Diaz, as they had four years before,
this time sustaining the cause of Lerdo de Tejada. Initially Don Porfirio's
supporters in Chihuahua, led by Colonel Angel Trias, Jr., were able to take
the offensive, forcing suspension of the state legislature in mid-1876. The
Lerdistas made a comeback under Terrazas, and Samaniego was chosen
acting governor from October, 1876, to February, 1877.47 But this success
was only temporary; General Juan B. Caamano made a triumphant entry
into Chihuahua City on February 6. The Era of Porfirio Diaz was about
to begin in Chihuahua as throughout Mexico.
Deposed as acting governor, Dr. Samaniego was forced into exile a
year later.48 It is puzzling that he waited a year before he left the El Paso
Valley. However, during this period Lerdo de Tejada was in the area
attempting to mount a counter-revolution; 49 and it may be speculated that
Samaniego was active in these maneuvers. At any rate, he and his large
family, which now consisted of his wife, Carmen (a daughter of the
prominent rancher Don Leandro Siquieros from Santa Cruz de Rosales in
Chihuahua),50 and eight children, crossed the border into the United States
again, this time taking up residence in Tucson, home of his cousin M. G.
Samaniego, where he set up his medical practice. 51 His entourage included
the family of his brother, Fernando. In September, 1879, the Arizona Star
(Tucson) reported that sixteen-year-old Fernando Samaniego, Dr.
Samaniego's nephew, had been killed by an unknown assailant (who was
never apprehended) in the hills overlooking the Old Pueblo.52
In Chihuahua, meanwhile, Luis Terrazas made his peace with President Diaz, initiating an uneasy alliance that would last to the Great
Revolution. (In the past, historians had thought that Porfirio Diaz totally
dominated the Mexican nation during his years in power, but it is now
realized that local caudillos-Terrazas is a case in point-were pretty much
able to do and undo as they pleased, especially in Chihuahua and other
states on the periphery.) 53 Like his political mentor, Dr. Samaniego soon
reconciled himself to the Porfiriato. Returning to Chihuahua at the end
of 1879, he reentered political life, winning an appointment as Mexican
consul in El Paso, before heading the customs office in Paso del Norte. 54
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In 1881-1885 Samaniego sat on two state legislatures, the second time
representing the District of Casas Grandes-which included Janos, his
birthplace-rather than Paso del Norte. ss Terrazas, as usual, was governor
during this period, although he did step down on a couple of occasions,
apparently to take charge of the campaign against the Apaches, who rose

up one last time in the early 1880s. In both of these instances Dr.
......_..-...ego became acting governor, an indication of his political clout at
ight of a long and fruitful career.s6
The indefatigable doctor never lost his passion for politics. During
:emaining twenty years of his life he was elected to four more terms
ty to the state legislature.s7 When he died on October 2, 1905, he
still sitting in the assembly, having won his eleventh election to the
... body.58
In addition to his political successes, Dr. Samaniego also made a
·derable amount of money-in a variety of ways. Stockraising was one
· business activities. (In a letter that W.W. Mills wrote to Mrs. Mills
September 24, 1880, he reported that Apaches had stolen two herds of
e from Samaniego about fifty miles from El Paso, killing the doctor's
rs.)s9 In the 1880s Dr. Samaniego owned a commercial establishment
- town.Ii() Apparently he also had real estate interests. The famous Armijo
in Las Cruces, for example, was bought by Nestor Armijo, a wealthy
·ew Mexican merchant and trader along the Chihuahua Trail, in 1877 from
Samaniego and John Barncastle. 61 Perhaps Samaniego's crowning
-hievement as an entrepreneur came in 1903 when he built the bull ring
Ciudad Juarez, a tremendous tourist attraction for many years. 62 In spite
o'" these diversified business activities, Dr. Samaniego found time to
_ontinue practicing medicine right up to the end. 63 It was said that he was
- caring of the meek and humble as he was of the affluent; those unable
pay for medical service were treated free of charge. 64

~~fl~1;~~~:f~~3;-

the municipal welfare body) in Ciudad Juarez on many occasions.6s He
also worked vigorously for municipal improvements. One of his proudest
achievements in this regard, at the turn of the century, was a campaign
that resulted in the construction of a municipal trolley system linking
Ciudad Juarez and El Paso,66 a physical symbol of the spiritual nexus that
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had always existed between the two frontier communities.
Samaniego's death was judged an immense loss by Americans across
the river as well as by his fellow Mexicans. "The people of Juarez are
not alone in their grief," the El Paso Daily Times reported in its issue of
October 3, 1905, "for Dr. Samaniego was a universal favorite in El Paso
and the hearts of her people are heavy with sorrow over the passing away
of a good man." His legacy included a large family of six boys and two
girls, all of them well educated, who would continue to be prominent in
civic affairs, among them a medical doctor, Jose A., and three dentists,
M. N., Manuel, and Gabriel. 67 More importantly, however, Dr. Samaniego set a shining example for the people of the El Paso Valley through
a long and active dedication to the moral and physical improvement of life
on both sides of the Rio Grande. -tr
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(Editor's note: The following article appeared originally in the September-October 1965 issue of True
West. It is reprinted here with the permission of its
copyright holder, Paul Knoles.)

HE RACE WHICH WAS TO PROVE ONCE AND FOR
all whether the Cavalryman or the Cowboy was the better
horseman took place January 13-17, 1922. There were
two starting points: Dallas, Texas, and a neighboring city, Fort Worth.
The end of the race was to be the Remount Depot at Camp Travis, just
outside Fort Sam Houston at San Antonio, Texas. The routes were chosen
by the promoters with checking points all along both.
Since frontier days, there has been an argument, wherever cattlemen
and cavalrymen have gathered, as to who was better on horseback. The
Cavalryman, sent west to protect rancher and settler, has always been noted
for his horsemanship and appreciation of good horseflesh. The Cowboy,
whose living was made "on the back of his horse" has similarly been
recognized as an expert horseman and a lover of good horses.
It took a young army officer stationed at San Antonio, Texas, and Key
Dunne, famous rodeo rider from Sierra Blanca, Texas, who at one time
had been the wagon boss of the well known 4,000,000-acre T. 0. Ranch
in Chihuahua, Mexico, to settle the question.
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In a recent interview with General Terry Allen (Retired); who represented the Army, ... I got a story of sportsmanship which sheds credit on
both contenders in this exciting contest.
Major Terry Allen had been transfered, at the request of Colonel .
Phillip Corbusier, to San Antonio. The Colonel hoped that the young
officer would bring honors to Fort Sam Houston with his expert polo game.
Polo in the 1920s was just as much a part of a cavalry post as target
practice, drill or maneuvers. Horse shows and polo matches were a "must"
at all sizable posts and afforded great entertainment for all the country.
"I well remember the morning," General Allen said, "that I was
summoned to the office of Colonel Corbusier. He said that both Tex Austin, rodeo promoter, and the Cattlemen's Association President, wanted to
put on a riding contest between a cowboy and a cavalryman. I said it
sounded like an interesting idea.
"Who will represent the Army?" I asked.
"'You will,' the colonel replied nonchalantly, adding quickly, 'We
expect you to win, of course.'
"That took the wind out of my sails for a minute," the General
admitted, "but, I knew, of course, that I'd ride the race. It was a challenge
worthy of any horseman."
Colonel Corbusier explained that the race was to last from Friday,
· January 13, to Tuesday the 17th, with the rodeo continuing another week.
The race would cover 300 miles, and its promotion was expected to bring
huge crowds to San Antonio for the rodeo and to provide much excitement
for all the towns along the route.
The riders were to meet at the Alamo in San Antonio on Wednesday,
January 18, when the winner would be officially announced.
"To make the match as fair as possible, we were given about ten days
to prepare the horses for the long ride. I was allowed to choose any mount
from our regular Army stable. I chose a big black horse named Coronado,
a combination of quarter horse and thoroughbred, one of the finest breeding
combinations. The quarter horse is quick, very fast for a short distance,
and very trainable; the thoroughbred has magnificent speed and stamina.
•Editor's note: General Allen was residing in El Paso at the time of the interview.

Thelma Cox Knoles and Jessie Peterson, late longtime residents of El Paso, were
both prolific and extensively published writers who often collaborated. Best known
perhaps of their collaborative works is a book entitled Pancho Villa: Intimate
Recollections by People Who Knew Him (New York: Hastings House). Both were
members of Western Writers ofAmerica and the El Paso County Historical Society.
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"In height and weight Key Dunne and I were about even. But I've
always thought I had an edge on the race because Sergeant Linden, the
man who had charge of Coronado, was the best horseman I've ever known.
Before coming to the United States he had been in the Swedish Cavalry,
and he knew his animals.
"I drew Dallas as my starting point-the Adolphus Hotel. My route
was from Dallas to Waco, Waco to Temple, Temple to Austin, Austin to
San Antonio. Each rider had complete charge of his horse all during the
race."
"Were you allowed to ride as many miles as you wanted to each day?"
I asked.
"Yes,'' replied the General, "we were given that privilege. I'm sure
the judges knew we wouldn't punish our horses by riding hard without
giving them rest and feed. One of the points we were judged on at the
finish of the race was the condition of our mounts."
Key Dunne's friends, knowing him to be a top-hand who spent many
hours every day in the saddle, were betting on Dunne and his mustang,
A. W. 0. L., as having the most "staying" power. Also Dunne would be
riding a Westem saddle while the Major would be riding the regulation
Army saddle for which the majority of cowboys had little appreciation.
Major Allen had recently returned from active service overseas, where he
had proved he had endurance beyond that of most men-and he liked the
Army saddle.
People in San Antonio were going wild with the spirit of the race, and
money could be had on either man. Some oldsters who still remember the
race claim that enough money was bet on it to have built "a dang big
battleship."
In outward appearances, at least, on tha.t morning of January 13, there
was great contrast in the riders. Key Dunne wore a gay plaid shirt and
'kerchief, cowboy jacket, fine chaps, Stetson hat and fancy, handmade
boots. His saddle and bridle were trimmed in silver. He was a colorful
figure. Major Allen wore the regulation Army uniform with polished
cavalry boots, stiff-brimmed banded hat and plain leather gloves. His
bridle and saddle were regular Army issue.
Crowds of well-wishers gathered to see the contestants off, both in
Dallas and Fort Worth, with newsmen and photographers present to take
pictures for newspapers along the way. The small towns turned out to a
man to greet the riders as they passed through.
The weather had been cloudy and drizzly, and General Allen remem-
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bers that there was a torrential rainstorm on Saturday which lasted until
mid-afternoon, when a feeble sun burst through the clouds.
"I had huddled down in the saddle all day, cold, wet and miserable.
Coronado slid and splashed through mud and water on roads that, for the
most part, were unpaved.
"During the afternoon, after the sun began to shine, we rode by a small
house where a Mexican woman was preparing to wash. Several kettles
and tubs of hot water were waiting for her tub-board when I rode up and
stopped beside her. I offered her three dollars for the hot water and some
rags to rub my horse down, and she accepted with alacrity. After giving
Coronado that good hot bath and rubdown, I got back into the saddle and
my horse pr&nced down the muddy road with the energy and enthusiasm
of a young colt. I think that was the best bargain I ever made."
It was a race that no one in the Dallas-Fort Worth, San Antonio or
Austin area was ever to forget. The San Antonio Light, Sunday, January
20, 1952, carried a re-cap of the event:
It was 30 years ago this month when Terry Allen, then a Major in
Uncle Sam's Army, bested Cowboy Key Dunne in a 300-mile horseback
endurance race from Dallas and Fort Worth to Alamo Plaza.
More than an hour before the race was scheduled to finish, a crowd
gathered at Alamo Plaza and lined both sides of the streets as far as
Avenue D, several blocks to the north.
Cheers heralded the arrival of the two riders and their escort of a
half-dozen cowboys led by "Tex" O'Reilly.
That neither animal showed signs of injury spoke well for the care
each rider had given his mount. The condition of the riders was
evidenced by the fact that Dunne followed his ride by taking part in the
bronc-busting contest all four days at the Speedway while Allen played
an important game of polo at Camp Travis the very afternoon the race
was completed.
Oldtimers still agree the decision brought to an end one of the most
gruelling tests of riding endurance ever held in the U. S.

It was 2:45 o'clock on the afternoon of Tuesday, January 17, that
Major Allen rode into the Remount Depot at Camp Travis. He had ridden
the distance of 300 miles in 101 hours and 56 minutes. Key Dunne arrived
at the Remount Depot at 10:30 o'clock on Tuesday night, seven hours and
thirty-four minutes behind Major Allen.
There was a warm, hay-bedded stable and good feed for both horses,
and willing hands were waiting to give both mustang and cavalry horse
the care they deserved.
Here is the official record of miles traveled each day by each rider:
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Allen
Dunne
Friday 13 .................. 59.9 ............ .48.9
Saturday 14 .............. 61.6 ............. 64.3
Sunday 15 ................. 54.1 ............. 55.3
Monday 16 ............... 67.9 ............. 68.2
Tuesday 17 ............... 65.6 ............. 64.7
301.1
301.6
"It was decided by the promoters," General Allen told me, "that the
riders should 'dash' the eight miles from the Remount Depot to the Alamo
on the morning of the 17th. But I wouldn't agree to that because of the
wet, slippery conditions of the streets. I didn't want this race to end with
either of those splendid horses sustaining a broken leg on dangerous
pavement. So we cantered to the Alamo, where hundreds of people
thronged the streets. They were waving their hats, giving Texas-size yells
and bravos. Young boys were whistling shrilly."

This photo, taken in front of the Alamo after the race was over, shows (I . 10 r.)
Major Terry Allen, his horse ("Coronado"), Sergeant Linden (who trained
"Coronado" for the race), Key Dunne's horse ("A.W.O.L."), Key Dunne, and
an unidentified San Antonio official. (Photo courtesy Millard G. McKinney, El Paso)
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That both horses were in good condition was gratifying to the judges.
It had been a grueling, cold and wet ride. The judges examined each horse
carefully, scanned the route sheet listing the number of miles traveled,
noted the time of arrival at the Remont Depot-and then declared Major
Allen the winner.
The cavalryman really got control of the race the first day when he
rode 51.9 miles to Key Dunne's 48.9 miles. Dunne admitted, with a
cheerful grin, that he had "underestimated the Major's riding ability."
"I didn't think he'd get so far along that first day, and I just took it
too easy," Dunne said.
One amusing incident occured on the second day of the race. The
Brooklyn Daily Eagle of December 31, 1922, recorded it:
The Major had stopped in a restaurant for breakfast and had ordered
bacon and eggs. While waiting for the cook to fill the order, the old
gentleman proprietor of the restaurant stopped at the Major's table and
remarked that the race between a soldier and a cowboy was surely on
the lips of half the country.
"Course," he drawled, "Major Allen don't have a chance to beat Key
Dunne. That cowboy will wear out the Army officer. He's too strong
for him. That Army horse hasn't a chance to stick it out with a mustang
in a 300-mile race."
"Oh, I don't know," Major Allen replied. "I can't say as to the
outcome of the race yet, but I'm Major Allen and I'm out in front at the
present time and still in good condition. Up to the present, the joke is
on you, so hurry on with the bacon and eggs."
'The joke is not only on me," replied the restaurant owner, with a
chuckle, "but the bacon and eggs as well. So go to it. Good luck and
more power to you.

The Daily Eagle also wrote: "The sportsmanship of Major Allen was
shown in fine open-handed gesture during the contest. Hearing that Dunne
was having a hard time obtaining hay for his horse, and that the problem
was a serious obstruction to his success, Major Allen shipped hay and oats
by automobile to his opponent. That action of Allen's might have been
the means of helping Dunne to victory. Being an officer and a gentleman
and a true sportsman withal, he would not ride on without giving Dunne
a fighting chance. That shows the type of Uncle Sam's officers-hard
fighters but fair fighters."
During World War I, the Major, then a Captain, saw a great deal of
frontline fighting, and was wounded three times, though not seriously. He
received citations for his bravery, being cited for distinguished and exceptional gallantry at Ainereville, France.
Continued on page 194 ...
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TIS THE PREMISE OF THIS ARTICLE THAT THE HIStoricity of events and of structures are inseparable. A
notable (if somewhat strained!) example of this proposition
lies in the story of Noah and the Ark. Foreknowledge of the flood brought
the Ark into being. The flood gave it relevance. Its existence affected
the result of the flood. There are less cosmic, more recent examples which
we will look at later. Meanwhile, I rejoice in · the editorial decision of
Password to publish a series of articles, each dealing in depth with one
of El Paso's Historic Districts.
The fust of these articles appeared in the Summer 1990 issue. Entitled
"In the Interest of A Historic District," it was actually a reprint of a letter
dated December 22, 1989, written to the City of El Paso Plan Commission
by Dr. Kenneth K. Bailey, the then Chairman of the El Paso Historic
Landmark Commission, describing the Austin Terrace neighborhood and
recommending its designation as a Historic District. The second article
appeared in the Fall 1990 Password. Authored by Una B. Hill, it traced
the procedure whereby Manhattan Heights became a Historic District listed
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on the National Register of Historic Places.
I rejoice also in the Historical Society's recent policy regarding its
annual Tour of Historic Homes. The 1989 Tour was shared with the Sunset
Heights Neighborhood Association and with the Society's Burges House
in that District. The combined resources made the Tour an event and an
idea whose time had come. The 1990 Tour, featuring the Manhattan
Heights Historic District, was shared with the Memorial Park Improvement
Association and the Burges House Commision. It was a stunning success.
El Paso's Historic Districts are created under the authority contained
in the El Paso Historic Landmark Ordinance. Incorporated Texas cities
exercise only those powers granted to them by the state. It is interesting
to note that, in the statute granting zoning power to cities, the purpose of
historic preservation is second only to public health and saftey as a
rationale for the granting of this zoning power.
The Federal government has strongly encouraged historic preservation
in a number of positive ways: it has provided serious tax incentives for
the rehabilitation of depreciable property; it has provided technical assistance in preservation efforts; it has maintained and greatly expanded the
prestigious National Register of Historic Places. In view of the high
priority accorded to historic preservation by both state and federal governments, it is passing strange that the city of El Paso has treated the saving
of its historic structures as an insignificant affair. A few examples will
illustrate.
The El Paso Historic Landmark Ordinance was adopted in 1978 as a
section of the zoning ordinances. Today you can buy an official copy of
the zoning ordinances, but you will not find the Landmark Ordinance
among them because no one has thought it important enough to codify.
Another example may be seen in various attitudes and policies that
obtained during the administration of Mayor Rogers. At one point in that
administration, the Historic Preservation Officer (whose academic training
was in choral music) was reduced to conducting a raffle to fund his own
salary. During this period, the Rogers administration apparently decreed
that no Historic District could be designated without the consent of 100%
of the property owners. (The Manhattan Heights Historic District had been
designated before this decree.) This ruling stymied the creation of any
other Historic Districts until 1983, when administrative policy was unofficially challenged on the simple constitutional ground that there could not
John R. Karr has resided in El Paso since 1950 and in Sunset Heights since 1961.
He was a member of the El Paso Historic Landmark Commission in 1983-84.
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legally be a radically different procedure for one kind of zoning as against
another. Rather quickly, there followed the designation as Historic
Districts of Sunset Heights, Old San Francisco, Magoffinsville, and Ysleta.
Austin Terrace was designated last spring.
As we begin the second decade of the existence of the Landmark
Ordinance, there is much to take pride in, and also enough blame to go
around. In the latter connection, I think that we in the Historic Preservation
community have not made our case at the public relations level or at the
political level as strongly as we should have. Blame must also be ascribed
to the individual City Council members and the Mayor, who make their
appointments to the fifteen-member Landmark Commission with little
regard for the appointee's qualification or residence in one of the Historic
Districts. As for the Commission itself, it concerns itself almost exclusively with details of Certificates of Appropriateness. While this is its
statutory duty, it is by no means its only duty. Common sense would
suggest, and the ordinance would permit, the creation of a procedure which
could expedite these requests and thus give the Commission time to address
broader issues.
The Historic Preservation Office of the City is part and parcel of the
Planning Department. The head of this Department can hire and fire the
Preservation Officer and tell him/her what. to say and what to do. This
practice, which is not in any way authorized by the Landmark Ordinance,
is a classic example of bureaucratic aggrandizement. The long-term, innate
concerns of planning are frequently antithetical to those of historic preservation. Such conflicts should be resolved at the political level of the
Mayor and the City Council with co-equal advocacy rather than, as is the
present case, by the suQ<>rdination of the Preservation view to the traditional Planning obligations within the Planning Department.
Over against these shortcomings, there is much to rejoice about. The
spectacular achievements of the Mission Trails development, under the
inspired leadership of Sheldon Hall, are of vast importance. The designation of El Paso as one of only five areas in Texas to be promoted by
the National Trust for Historic Preservation is a first step in local understanding of the economic value of tourism engendered by historic attractions. Further, I am encouraged by a growing sense of responsibility in
matters of historic preservation on the part of our architectural community.
Some of these professionals donate hundreds of hours for the public good
in architectural review activity for the Landmark Commission. Others of
them appear before the Commission on behalf of clients who have been
persuaded to treat old buildings with new respect.
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Additionally I pay high compliments to Kent Halla (Chainnan of the
first Historic Landmark Commission), who pioneered in the tenement
rehabilitation program in South El Paso. This program has preserved both
the architectural and the social cohesiveness of mini-neighborhoods in the
Second Ward. However belated its beginning may have been, this is the
first housing program that has not created more problems than it solved.
I am also pleased to note a growing sense of social and political
cohesion in some of the Historic Districts and, perhaps as a consequence,
a new and more effective way of getting the attention of the city government. The Sunset Heights Task Force, under the guidance of City Representative Gene Finke (a man of uncommon common sense), may serve
as a pattern for other areas.
So it is my belief that the second decade of the second century of El
Paso's modern existence will see the past enriching the present in important ways. I hope, for example, that the Old Fort Bliss barracks near the
former Hart's Mill-structures quite inseparable from significant events in
this region's history-may become as revered to El Pasoans as the stirring
tales told by our incomparable Leon Metz.*

C. L. SONNICHSEN BOOK AWARD COMPETITION 1991
Every year Texas Western Press offers a $1,000 cash award for an
outstanding original nonfiction manuscript dealing with the history, literature, or cultures of the Southwest. The competition for the award, which
honors Southwestern historian, author, and teacher Charles Leland Sonnichsen, is open to both academic and non-academic authors.
A writer planning to enter a work for the competition must notify
Texas Western Press of intention to submit a manuscript. The manuscript
itself must be postmarked on or before March 1, 1991.
Manuscripts should be at least 100 pages in length. They must be typed
(or printed by word processor), double-spaced and with good margins.
Endnotes are used rather than footnotes within the manuscript. The Press
generally follows the Chicago Manual of Style.
Members of the Editorial Board of Texas Western Press will judge the
entries for the Award. If no entry meets the standards associated with the
Sonnichsen tradition, the Award will be withheld.
The manuscript judged to receive the Award may be submitted to
expert readers for evaluation and critique, as are all manuscripts being
considered for publication by Texas Western Press. Manuscripts not
winning the Award may also be considered for publication by the Press.
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Through the PASS of the NORTH,
1580-1880
6y Cyntfiia j'arafi

N 1893, FREDERICK JACKSON TURNER DELIVERED
what is considered by many scholars as "by far the most
influential piece of writing about the West produced during
the nineteenth century." 1 Entitled ''The Significance of the Frontier in
American History," Turner's essay proposed that "The existence of an area
of free land, its continuous recession, and the advance of American
settlement westward, explain American development:" His contention that
"The true point of view in the history of this nation is not the Atlantic coast,
it is the Great West" was a revolutionary thought in 1893, but it is taken
for granted today.
Two years later, in 1895, there appeared a work by historian and
naturalist Elliott Coues which in some ways was as significant as Turner's
essay. It was entitled The Expeditions of Zebulon Montgomery Pike, and
it was an annotated edition of Pike's memoir, which had been published
originally in 1807. Pike's memoir itself records the experiences of the
young Army officer who early in the nineteenth entury had been ordered
1

Henry Nash Smilh, Virgin Land (Cambridge: University Press), 250.
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to explore and chart the territory between what was then the United States
border and northern Mexico. It tells of his capture inside Spanish territory
by soldiers who accused him of spying and of his being taken from Santa
Fe via Paso del Norte to Chihuahua, where he was held for several months
until his release.
Coues' annotation of Pike's mention of the Pass reads as follows:
Aside from any of the political affairs which spoil the complexion
of the maps, El Paso is one of the most remarkable positions in North
America, unique in some respects. With regard to the tide of immigration
which set westward by southern lines of travel to the California of the
forty-niners, it is comparable with that place which, from time immemorial, the nations have passed from Asia into Europe, along what has been
styled "the highway of the world." But El Paso is not only a half-way
house from the Gulf of Mexico to that of California; it is the continental
crossroads. For the ebb and flow of human tides set with conflicting
currents, north and south, long before the first page of American history
was traced, and will continue forever in motion by El Paso. 2

Coues noted what other historians seemed to have ignored: that
American history was affected by events which developed not only from
east to west (as Turner had pointed out), but also from south to north.
Coues recognized the Pass of the North as a major thoroughfare on the
continental United States and as a gateway of great importance "long
before the first page of American hi"story was traced." And indeed it was.
Some seven hundred years ago, it was witness to the adventures of Indians
who traveled and traded from what is now southern Mexico to pueblos in
present-day northern New Mexico. 3 Centuries later, Spanish missionaries
and conquistadores gained entrance through the Pass into New Spain. Still
later (as Coues observed), enterprising Americans employed the Pass in
their search for a route west to California; a few years earlier, the
American military had made its way through the Pass into Mexico during
the Mexican-American War; and women in search of stability followed
traders and soldiers through "the continental crossroads."
The first verifiable written reference to the Pass of the North was made
2

Elliott Coues. The Expeditions o/Zebu/011 Montgomery Pike (New York: Francis P. Harper,
1895), 641.
3
Rex Gerald, Indians of the El Paso def Norte Area (El Paso: El Paso Archaeological Society,
1984), 5.

Cynthia Farah, a graduate of Stanford University, is a photographer and author.
Her book Literature and Landscape: Writers of the Southwest won the CL.
Sonnichsen Award from Texas Western Press in 1987. She is currently working
toward a Master's Degree in American Literature at The University of Texas at
El Paso.
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by Spanish soldiers Hernan Gallegos and Pedro Bustamante following an
expedition in 1581 through the area. 4 Led by Franciscan friar Agustin
Rodriguez and Captain Francisco Chamuscado, the expedition marked the
beginning of four hundred years of recorded history at El Paso del Norte. 5
Don Antonio de Espejo was the next Spaniard to follow Chamuscado, and
the account of his journey led directly to the formation of a major
expedition led by Juan de Oi'iate to conquer and colonize New Mexico.
One Gaspar Perez de Villagra recorded the historic undertaking in an epic
poem entitled llistoria de la Nueve Mexico in 1610, fourteen years before
Captain John Smith's Generali Historie of Virginia appeared. Consequently, Villagra may claim the distinction of writing "the first published
history of any American commonwealth. "6
In dramatic style, Villagra recounted the hardships suffered by the four
hundred soldiers, colonists, their families and livestock:
Led on by the certain knowledge that all things must some time end,
we journeyed on, seeking the pass through the mountains .... After journeying, as stated, for four days without water, on the morning of the fifth
we joyfully viewed in the distance the Jong sought waters of the Rio del
Norte ... joyfully we tarried 'neath the pleasant shade of the wide spreading trees which grew along the river banks. It seemed to us that these
were indeed, the Elysian fields of happiness. 7

Villagra went on to describe an extremely important event in American
history, "La Toma": a formal ceremony at which Oi'iate took possession
of the territory for Phillip II of Spain. 8 The foundation was laid for the
Spanish occupation of the Southwest.
Numerous other accounts by the Spanish followed, describing the
landscape and the inhabitants of the Pass of the North, written by missionaries such as Fray Alonso Benevides in 1630 and Bishop Tamar6n y
Romeral in 1760, and soldiers such as Nicolas de Lafora in 1766.
The Anglo impression of the community at the Pass first appeared in
Pike's memoir, as stated above, in 1807. It was followed over the next
forty years by several books which have become classics of Western
Americana.
4
Tom Lea, Twelve Travelers Through the Pass of the North (El Paso: Carl Hertzog, 1947),
3.
5
A translation of the account of the Chamuscado-Rodriguez Expedition appears in Volume
ill of the Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, which is an invaluable set of books
containing accounts of Spanish travels through the (present-day) Southwest. The only other
volumes which provide extensive English translations of Spanish records about experiences
in the area are the Quivira Society Publications, produced between 1933 and 1958.
6
Gilberto Espinosa in Gaspar Perez de Villagni, History of New Mexico (Berkeley: Quivira
Society, 1933), 17.
7
Villagni, 126.
8
lbid., 130-136.
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Adventurer James 0. Pattie wrote about his travels through El Paso
in 1827 in his Personal Narrative:
I know not, whether to call Paso del Norte, a settlement or a town.
It is in fact a kind of continued village, extending eight miles on the river.
Fronting this large group of houses, is a nursery of the fruit trees, of
almost all countries and climes. It has a length of eight miles and a
breadth of nearly three. I was struck with the magnificent vineyards of
this place, from which are made great quantities of delicious wine. The
wheat fields were equally beautiful, and the wheat of a kind I never saw
before, the stalks generally yielding two heads each. The land is exceeding rich, and its fertility increased by irrigation.... A very short distance
from the Passo, I began to come in contact with grey bears and other wild
animals. 9

In notes by Milo Quaife, written in 1930, which accompany Pattie's
text, Quaife points out that "the town described by Pattie was across the
river from present-day El Paso, Texas." 10 The Rio del Norte was, and still
is, nothing more than an arbitrary boundary which has sustained life on
both sides of its banks, forming a community inextricably intertwined, with
a common culture and a common history.
Josiah Gregg, an astute observer, wrote one of the classic books on
the Trans-Mississippi West, Commerce of the Prairies, incorporating his
experiences as a trader along the Santa Fe Trail from 1829 until 1835. Like
Pattie, Gregg was impressed with what he saw when he traveled through
the Pass:
The valley of El Paso is supposed to contain a population of about
four thousand inhabitants, scattered over the western bottom of the Rio
del Norte to the length of ten or twelve miles. These settlements are so
thickly interspersed with vineyards, orchards, and cornfields, as to present
more the appearance of a series of plantations than of a town; in fact,
only a small portion at the head of the valley, where the "plaza publica"
and parochial church are located, would seem to merit the title. 11

In 1841, George Wilkins Kendall published what is considered the best
first-hand account of the ill-fated invasion of New Mexico in 1841. The
Texan Santa Fe Expedition, as it became known, was an unsuccessful
attempt to extend the boundaries of the Republic of Texas to the Rio
Grande. Ill-prepared, the Texans were captured by the Mexicans and
marched to prison in Mexico City. In his Narrative, Kendall describes his
entrance into El Paso:
9

James 0. Pattie, The Personal Narrative of James 0. Pattie of Kentucky (Cincinnati: E. H.
Flint, 1833), 175.
1
°Milo Quaife in Pattie, 175.
11
Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies (New York: Henry B. Langley, 1844), 76-77.
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Entitled "Paso del Norte Travelers," this drawing by Jose Cisneros appears
in his book Riders Across the Centuries, which was published by Texas
Western Press in 1984. (Courtesy Jose Cisneros and Texas Western Press)
The last command of Salezar, before galloping forward to give
notice of our arrival, was to shoot the Texans who should leave the
position in the ranks assigned them! Jn this order, and with this last
threat hanging over us, we were marched into the beautiful and romantic
town or city of El Paso. Our feelings, on entering this town, it is almost
impossible to believe. 12

Kendall then describes the extraordinary hospitality of the citizens of El
Paso, all of whom, he claims, "turned out to see us off." And he further
remarks, "Almost the only place in Mexico I turried my back upon with
anything like regret was the lovely town or city of El Paso." 13 Another
member of the expedition, Thomas Falconer echoed Kendall's sentiments
in his Letters and Notes on the Texan Santa Fe Expedition, 1841-1842.
Two days after Christmas, 1846, Colonel Alexander W. Doniphan and
his regiment of Missouri volunteers brought the flag of the Unted States
through the Pass of the North for the first time. Doniphan's expedition
was recounted probably more times than any other American military
campaign in the West. Frank S. Edwards, George Rutledge Gibson, John
1

2George Wilkins Kendall, Narrative of the Texan SanJa Fe Expedition (New York: Harper

and Brother, 1844), 25.
13

/bid., 40, 41.
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T. Hughes, Abraham R. Johnston, Marcellus Ball Edwards, Philip Gooch
Ferguson, William H. Richardson, Jacob S. Robinson, and Frederick
Adolphus Wislizenus all wrote about their experiences with Doniphan.
Some of the Anglo visitors to mid-nineteenth-century Paso del Norte
did not regard it as a "beautiful and romantic town or city" and were not
struck by the friendliness of its residents. John C. Reid, for example,
mentions an acquaintance who "suggested that although [the town] was
planned by the owners and finished by freemen, a plantation or two of our
negroes, turned loose without a tool, would build a better town in less than
a month." 14 And Albert Richardson thought it "A city of swarthy,
diminutive, sinister-faced men, and dusky women who permit only their
lustrous eyes to be seen in public." 15
The United States government, in search of a strategic western route
for a railroad, produced several documents which included references to
El Paso, among them reports by J. E. Johnston, William Whiting, John
Pope, and Andrew B. Gray. Washington also printed an extraordinary
record of the physicial nature of the West entitled Report on the United
States and Mexican Boundary Survery, 1857, compiled by William H.
Emory. Further, John Russell Bartlett produced an excellent Personal
Narrative as a result of his experiences mapping the new boundary of the
United States.

This depiction of the many kinds of travelers who journeyed through the Pass
of the North during the three centuries 1580-1880 is the work of Jose Cisneros
and appears in his book Riders Across the Centuries, published by Texas
Western Press in 1984. (Courtesy Jose Cisneros and Texas Western Press)
14
John C Reid, Reid's Tramp, or the Journal of Ten Months Travel ThroughouJ Texas, New
Mexico ... (Selma, Alabama: John Hardy and Co., 1858: Austin: Steck Co., 1935), 143.
15
Albert D. Richardson, Beyond the Mississippi (Hartford: American Publishing Company,
1867), 241.
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Women also made contributions to the early literature of the Pass.
Well known is Susan B. Magoffin, who wrote a diary from 1846 to 1847
during her honeymoon with the brother of James Magoffin, a founding
father of what later became El Paso, Texas. Less well known perhaps is
Lydia Spencer Lane, wife of a frontier soldier, who wrote a book about
her experiences during the 1860s. Titled I Married A Soldier, the book
includes the following passage:
After having been deprived as long as we were of fruit and vegetables, it was delightful to find ourselves just in time for the delicious
peaches and grapes, brought fresh from old Mexico, over the Rio Grande
every day to Fort Bliss. I spent hours over the camp-fire, in the broiling
sun, preserving peaches for future use. I never enjoyed anything more
in my life than those twelve days in our pretty camp on the Rio Grande,
at Fort Bliss, and was so sorry when the orders said "move on." 16

And so it was-as Coues brought to our attention-that a stream of
travelers flowed through the "continental crossroads" for many centuries
before the railroads arrived at the Pass of the North. Fortunately for
posterity, some of those travelers described the strategic site, leaving a
cumulative record of the "conflicting currents" which so profoundly
influenced the development of both Mexico and the United States.
In recognition of the value of this record, I have prepared a representative bibliography of the accounts penned by those hardy and articulate
travelers. I am pleased to share this bibliography with Password readers,
who may wish to use it as a tour guide through a historical terrain of great
importance. Also, the readers are invited to forward to the editor any
additions or corrections to this list of primary sources recounting travels
through the Pass of the North during the three centuries 1580-1880:-tl
1581

1582

1598
1598
1630

Gallegos, Heman. "Relation and Report of the Expedition Made By
Francisco Sanchez Chamuscado." The Rediscovery of New Mexico,
1580-1594. Eds. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1966.
de Luxan, Diego Perez. Expedition into New Mexico Made by Antonio
De Espejo 1582-1583. Trans. George Peter Hammond and Agapito
Rey. Los Angeles: Quivira Society, 1929. New York: Amo Press,
1967.
de Oiiate, Don Juan. Don Juan de Onate: Colonizer of New Mexico,
1595-1628. 2 vols. Trans. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1953.
de Villagra, Gaspar Perez. History of New Mexico, Alcala, 1610.
Trans. Gilberto Espinosa. Los Angeles: Quivira Society, 1933. New
York: Amo Press, 1967.
de Benavides, Alonso. The Memorial of Fray Alonso Benevides.

16

Lydia Spencer Lane, I Married a Soldier (Philadelphia: J. P. Lippincou, 1892), 40.
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Trans. Mrs. Edward E. Ayer. Chicago: Edward Ayer, 1916. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1945.
1680
de Ayeta, Fray Franeisco and Antonio de Otermfn. Revolt of the
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and Otermin' s Attempted Reconquest,
1680-1682. Trans. Charmion Clair Shelby. 2 vols. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1942.
1692
de Vargas, Don Diego. First Expedition of Vargas Into New Mexico,
1692. Trans. J. Manuel Espinosa. Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1940.
de Menchero, Fray Miguel. Historical Documents Relating to New
1744
Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya, and Approach£s Thereto, to 1773. Ed. C .
W. Hackett. 3 vols. Washington, D. C.: Carnegie Institute, 1923-37.
1754
Trigo, Fray Manuel de San Juan Nepomuceno. Historical Documents
Relating to New Mexico. Ed. C. W, Hackett. 3 vols. Washington D.
C.: Carnegie Institute, 1923-37.
·
Tamar6n y Romeral, Pedro. Bishop Tamar6n's Visitation of New
1760
Mexico. Ed. and trans. Eleanor B. Adams. Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Publications in History, 1954.
1766
de Lafora, Nicolas. The Frontiers of New Spain. Ed. Lawrence
Kinnaird. Berkeley: Quivira Society, 1958. New York: Arno Press,
1967.
1774
O'Crouley, Redro Alonso. A Description of th£ Kingdom of New
Spain. Trans. and Ed. Sean Galvin. San Francisco: John Howell
Books, 1972.
1807
Pike, Zebulon Montgomery. The Expedition of Zebulon Montgomery
Pike 1805, 1806, 1807. Ed. Elliott Coues. New York: Francis P.
Harper, 1895. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1966.
Pattie, James 0. The Personal Narrative of James 0. Pattie of Ken1827
tucky. Cincinnati: E. H. Flint, 1833. Ed. Timothy Flint. Cleveland:
Arthur H. Clark, 1905. Chicago: Donnelly, 1930. New York: T.
Yosefeff, 1961. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1962.
1829-1835 Gregg, Josiah. Commerce of the Prairies. New York: Henry G.
Langley, 1844. Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1905. Chicago: R. R.
Donnelly, 1926. Dallas: Southwest Press, 1933. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1954. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1962.
1841
Kendall, George Wilkins. Narrative of Texan Santa Fe Expedition.
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1844. Chicago: R. R. Donnelly,
1929. Austin: Steck, 1935.
1841
Falconer, Thomas. Letters and Notes on the Texan Santa Fe Expedition. New Orleans: Lumsden, Kendall and Co., 1842. New York:
Dauber and Pine, 1930.
1846
Rux ton, George Frederick. Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains. London: John Murray, 1847. Glorieta, N. M.: Rio Grande
Press, 1973.
1846
Edwards, Frank S. A Campaign in New Mexico with Col. Doniphan.
Philadelphia: Carey and Hart, 1847.
1846
George, Isaac. Heroes and Incidents of the Mexican War. Greensburg,
Pa: Review Publishing, 1903.
1846
Gibson, George Rutledge. · Journal of a Soldier Under Kearny and
Doniphan. Ed. Ralph P. Bieber. Glendale: Arthur H. Clark, 1935.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1981.
1846
Hughes, John T. Doniphan's Expedition. Cincinnati: J. A. and U.
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P. James, 1847. Ed. William E. Connelley, Kansas City: Bryant and
Douglas, 1907.
1846
Johnston, Abraham R., Marcellus Ball Edwards, Philip Gooch
Ferguson. Marching With the Army of the West. Ed. Ralph P. Bieber.
Glendale: Arthur H. Clark, 1936. Philadelphia: Porcupine Press,
1974.
1846
Richardson, William H. "Journal of William H. Richardson." Baltimore: Jos. Robinson, 1847. Missouri Historical Quarterly 22 (192728): 193-236, 331-360, 511-542.
1846
Robinson, Jacobs. A Journal of the Santa Fe Expedition Under Col.
Doniphan. Portsmouth: Wm. B. Lowd, 1848. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1932.
1846
Wislizenus, Frederick Adolphus. Memoir of a Tour to Northern
Mexico. Washington: Tippin and Streeper, 1848.
1847
Magoffin, Susan. Down the Santa Fe Trail. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1926. Hew Haven: Yale University Press, 1962.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982.
1849
Johnston, J.E. and W. F. Smith. Reconnaissances of Routes From San
Antonio to El Paso. U.S. 31st Cong., 1st sess. Ex. Doc. 64. 1850.
1849
Neighbors, Kenneth. 'The Expedition of Major Robert S. Neighbors
to El Paso in 1849." Southwestern Historical Quarterly 58 (July 1954):
36-59.
1849
Whiting, William H. Reconnaissances of the Western Frontier of
Texas. U.S. 31st Cong., 1st sess. Ex. Doc. 64. 1850. Glendale: Arthur
H. Clark Company, 1938.
1849
Eccleston, Robert. Overland to California on the Southwestern Trail.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1950.
Miles, William. Journal of the Sufferings and Hardships of Capt.
1850
Parker H. French's Overland Expedition to California. Chambersburg, Penn.: Valley Spirit Office, 1851. New York: Cadmus Book
Shop, 1916.
1850-1854 Bartlett, John Russell. Personal Narrative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New Mexico, California, Sonora, Chihuahua, Connected With the United States and Mexican Boundary Commission.
New York: D. Appleton, 1854. Chicago: Rio Grande Press, 1965.
1850-1854 Emory, William H. Report on the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey. U. S. 34th Cong., 1st sess. Sen Ex. Doc. 108. 1857.
Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1988.
1851 -1911 Sullivan, W. John L. Twelve Years in the Saddle for Law and Order
on the Frontiers of Texas. Austin: Von Boeckmann-Jones, 1909.
New York: Buffalo Head Press, 1966.
1854
Percy, Frederic Augustus. El Sabio Sambrador: El Paso in 1854. Ed.
Rex Strickland. El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1969.
1854
Pope, John. Explorations and Surveys for a Railroad Route From the
Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. U. S. 33rd Cong., 1st sess.
House Ex. Doc., 129. 1855.
1856
Gray, Andrew B. Survey of a Route for the Southern Pacific Railroad
on the 32nd Parallel. Cincinnati: Wrightson and Co., 1856. Los
Angeles: Westemlore Press, 1963.
1856
Reid, John C., Reid's Tramp, or the Journal of Ten Months Travel
Throughout Texas, New Mexico ... Selma, Alabama: John Hardy and
Co., 1858. Austin: Steck Co., 1935.
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Davis, W. W. H. El Gringo; Or New Mexico and Her People. New
York: Harper Brothers, 1857. New York: Amo Press, 1973.
1858
Ormsby, Waterman L. The Butterfield Overland Mail. Ed. Lyle H.
Wright and Josephine M. Bynum. San Marino: Huntington Library,
1942.
1858-1898 Mills, William Wallace. Forty Years at El Paso, 1858-1898. El Paso:
W. W. Mills, 1901. El Paso: Carl Hertzog, 1962.
1859
Richardson, Albert D. Beyond the Mississippi. Hartford: American
Publishing Co., 1867.
1859
Mills, Anson. My Story. Washington: Byron S. Adams, 1918.
Washington: Anson Mills, 1921.
1860
Lane, Lydia Spencer. I Married A Soldier. Philadelphia: J. P.
Lippincott, 1892. Albuquerque: Hom and Wallace, 1964. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987.
Santleban, August. A Texas Pioneer. New York and Washington: The
1876
Neale Publishing Co., 1910. Waco: W. M. Morrison, 1967.
1875-1877 Kohlberg, Ernest. Letters of Ernest Kohlberg, 1875-1877. Trans.
Walter L. Kohlberg. El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1973.
1879
Gillett, James B. Six Years With the Texas Rangers. Austin: Von
Boeckmann-Jones, 1921. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 1976.
1881
Siringo, Charles A. A Texas Cowboy or Fifteen Years on the Hurricane
Deck of a Spanish Pony. Chicago: M. Umbdenstock and Co., 1885.
New York: William Sloane, 1950. Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1966.
1857
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DR. MARIANO SAMANIEGO ... continued from page 170
of Texas at El Paso.
66. Samaniego was president of the municipal corporation which owned the system.
Communication of October 24, 1898, Juarez Archives, The University of Texas at El
Paso, roll 5, book 1.
67. El Paso Daily Times, October 3, 1905. Dr. Gabriel Samaniego was an active member
of La Constructora, the city's first fraternal and benevolent society (1879-1923). Calleros,
VII, 168-69. The rest of the children: Leonardo, a rancher in Villa Ahumada; Florentino,
a resident of Chihuahua; a daughter who was the wife of J. Garcia Cuadra, editor of
El Clar in de/ Norte; and another daughter who was the wife of Benjamin Castillo. Strickland in Mills, 188.

The American Mercury of August, 1924 (II, 8), carried a
column of short excerpts from newspapers around the country,
each excerpt prefaced with a comment (written presumably by the
editor of the magazine, H. L. Mencken). One of the entries reads,
"Rise in moral delicacy among Texas dog fanciers, as revealed
by an advertisement in the El Paso papers: 'Legitimate Chihuahua
pups for sale cheap.' "
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The NEWS at the PASS0 NE CENTURY AGO
(October-December, 1890)
6y 'Damon (jar6ern

VEN AS EL PASO CITIZENS WERE WELL INTO
the fall season of 1890, vacations were still considered
newsworthy topics. According to the October 3 issue
of the Times, "G. Elfstrom, who has been on a visit to Europe, has returned.
He looks well and hearty and says he enjoyed his trip immensely." In the
same issue, readers were told that "Fred W. Ruoff and family have returned
from a six weeks sojurn in the Guadalupe Mountains. Fred is looking well,
while the wife and baby are the picture of health." The editor's preoccupation with a person's health reminds us that El Paso was a popular
health center at the time-and also makes us wonder whether anyone leaving El Paso even for a short vacation should more properly have returned
looking pale and wan as result of absence from this desert paradise.
The ones who had to stay at home were not without their own
amusements however. The Myar Opera House was featuring James A.
Henry in Hearts of Oak. If that was not enough excitement, the John
Robinson Circus, "coming Saturday, October 11," featured a "$30,000
flock of Ostriches" and a "$45,000 drove of Giraffes" along with the three
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rings, 110 male and female artists, a thousand men and horses and such
performers as "Katie Zenobia, Clarise LaBelle, Eugene Bransford, John
Lowlow, and Rose Poniatowski" (the latter definitely not a stage name).
All this was to be preceded by a "$300,000 parade."
In addition, home-grown types of entertainment were available:
A dance will be given tonight at the Court House by the Sunflower
Club. As many of the members intend to be present at the theatre, it might
be inferred that it is intended to postpone the dance. This, however, is
not the case, and those attending the play will on its conclusion betake
themselves to the scene of the light fantastic and there see out the fading
night and greet the coming dawn while footing it to the strains of the
dreamy waltz or the lively polka as it intends to call a halt to the festive
proceeding only when the rosy blush mantling the eastern sky proclaims
the advent of another day and the dancers break up for home.

One wonders whether the reporter ever took a breath or "intended" to.
Breathing or not, the Times exuded civic pride, seizing every opportunity to boast the wonders of El Paso. It reprinted an article recently
published in the Memphis, Tennessee, Avalanche and built around an
interview with J. Fisher Satterthwaite, "formerly of Albany, N. Y., ... and
now of El Paso, Texas":
"I think I may very well call myself a pioneer," he remarked
speaking of El Paso. "When I went there 10 years ago, the town was
built of adobe-day slabs, dried in the sun-and there was little to distinguish it from its Mexican neighbor, Paso de! Norte, over the river ....
Adobe gave way to handsome, modem fireproof buildings, waterworks
were constructed, streetcar lines were established, and gas and electricity
were introduced... . Among our county buildings are a handsome Court
House and jail, public schools, private club houses, two theatres, and all
the surroundings of the most civilized community in the east. I do not
believe there is a town in the United States can show such a substantial
progress as El Paso for the same length of time, for El Paso is not one
of those western towns built of shingles but is built to stay and its
importance as a commercial center increases daily."

The Progressive Association, which had been formed to advertise and
show the many and varied resources and advantages of the city, had issued
20,000 pamphlets, of which 18,000 had been distributed in eastern cities,
including "one in every bank in the United States." Also, through the
efforts of the Association, Dr. Yandell had read a paper in Denver at a
climatalogical convention, and "already many letters of inquiry have been
received from doctors and invalids." Under the presidency of James
Damon Garbern, the author of this regular Password feature, is a naJive El
Pasoan. He is a member of PRO-MUS/CA, and he serves the El Paso Public
Schools as Consultant, Music-Theatre Arts.
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Magoffin, the Association was working hard to promote El Paso, but he
felt that not enough was being done by the citizens. Primarily, not enough
money was being donated for promotion. "El Paso is now the size Los
Angeles was ten years ago," he pointed out, "but they have grown to
50,000 in ten years."
However, Mr. Magoffin did not take into consideration how much El
Paso really had grown. In spite of the wrangling over a short count by
the census bureau, the final figures from the bureau showed El Paso with
10,838 people, up from 736 in 1880, a growth of 1400 per cent. If El Paso
were to increase at the same ratio, it would be a city of 130,000 by 1900.
And, although many trainmen, cattlemen, farmers, miners, and other
members of the "floating" population may not have been counted, most
people were satisfied. While T. B. Conklin and R. C. Lightbody thought
the count was too low, M. B. Davis and F. R. Stiles thought the census
takers had measured the population just about right. "No believer in the
future of El Paso could but be gratified with the result," said C. R.
Morehead.
Meanwhile, there were some present aspects of the burgeoning town
that did not gratify. One Times writer was quite indignant-over the price
of clothing. Specifically she was outraged at the exorbitant amount which
a local seamstress had charged to make "a housedress for a young lady."
The writer went on to describe the dress as an ordinary little thing "of
garnet cashmere with a hem and three very narrow machine stitched tucks
set as closely as possible above it with the skirt drawn across the front in
graceful drapery, side seams reaching nearly to the shoulder with invisible
fastening, and a very novel arangement of gold galloon over black velvet
used as a belt and trimming over the chest [with] plain sleeves and the
back of the skirt shirred into a full fan." It seems (and "Would you believe
it!" shrilled the Times writer) that the seamstress had "asked $15 to make
that simple little gown."
And of course there were the problems of crime and violence-and
drugs. One H. C. Ambrose was committed to jail by Justice Keith for theft
of a property valued at under twenty dollars. Ambrose pleaded guilty,
declaring that he had purposely stolen so as "to be put in jail in order to
cure himself of the opium habit." And the father of R. E. Vandergrif, the
train robber, "arrived here Tuesday from eastern Texas. He appeared
totally prostrated at the terrible crime his son had committed, and from
his appearance and talk had evidently brought his son up to believe in
worthier deeds." To help combat this wave of crime, "C. T. Dix has been
appointed assistant jailer at the county jail."
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The news from Austin revealed a letter received by the Governor from
a citizen of Louisiana. Charles Pariange, chairman of an anti-lottery
committee at New Orleans, wrote of the struggles they were having with
the lottery, which took $25,000,000 annually from the people of Louisiana,
and asked the Governor to enforce the anti-lottery laws in Texas. Governor
Ross replied that he sympathized with their endeavors and promised to urge
renewed diligence in the enforcement of the statutes relating to lotteries.
In the meantime the Times continued to accept quarter-page ads for both
the Louisiana and the Mexico Lotteries.
As the Christmas season heralded the closing of the year, the W. G.
Walz Store announced that it would not enumerate all its wares available
at bargain prices for holiday shoppers: "enumerations are tiresome,
besides it would be unfriendly to use the entire advertising space of this
paper which we would have to do." Mayor Caples returned on Christmas
day from a holiday visit with his son in Denver. "Denver is a great city,"
the mayor said, "but El Paso is good enough for me."
And so ended the year 1890 in the fast-growing, "substantial," and
"good enough" frontier town of El Paso, Texas.*

. -.

. CAVALRYMAN vs. COWBOY ... continued from page 176

After the war was over, Major Allen played polo with an American
Army team against the best teams Britain and France had to offer. The
men who played with him, and who won nine out of twelve matches and
many beautiful trophies, were Colonel N. E. Margetts, Captain A. R.
Harris, Captain J. H. Rumbough, and Lieutenant Joe S. Tate.
The General's birthplace was Fort Douglas, Utah, but as the son of
an Army officer, young Terry made his home in many posts across the
nation before entering West Point, where he won his commission as Second
Lieutenant in November, 1912. His first assignement was with the 14th
Cavalry Regiment on the Mexican border. During World War 11, he was
the commanding general of the First Infantry Division in North Africa
and Sicily.
In spite of the General's many accomplishments in various fields, and
his truly outstanding record of military service, he is the most modest man
I have ever interviewed. And he still insists that he won the Southwest's
most famous race because of "a lot of luck and Sgt. Linden's training of
old Coronado."*
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AMBUSH at COWBOY PARK
6y Ylrt Lei6son

lA

NUMBER OF PEOPLE HAD GOOD REASON TO
dislike Herbert Yates, a 45-year-old horse-trainer who was
gunned down in El Paso's Cowboy Park. He was a wife
beater who also had struck other women; and he indiscriminately dated
wives of other men. He was facing charges in Albuquerque of having
doped a racehorse. He had pleaded guilty to the charge, and he was out
on bond posted by the horse's owner, Delmar V. Land, a widely known
El Paso businessman and sportsman.
Yates was planning to leave El Paso for Albuquerque on December
5, 1948, but some twelve hours before his scheduled departure he was
ambushed and killed. According to Harry Robins, an assistant district
attorney in Albuquerque, Yates probably had intended to change his plea,
possibly agreeing to a deal through plea bargaining. Otherwise, Robins
said, there would have been no purpose in his trip to Albuquerque as his
case would not be heard until the following March.
The alleged doping of the horse had taken place in the early fall of
that year at the horseraces held during the New Mexico State Fair, and
Yates was already under suspension by the State Racing Commission for
a separate offense. That suspension could be lifted only if new evidence
was presented, and it was thought Yates might have had something to offer,
possibly something involving other persons. The horse he was charged
with doping was a strong El Paso favorite, Miss Banks.
Nothing added up in the investigation that followed the firing of a
single shot through Yates' head on December 4, 1948. And the case
became the second widely publicized unsolved murder of that year to worry Sheriff Allan Falby, the other being the Heaton-McNeil slaying in which
an official of the Newspaper Printing Corporation was one of the victims.
Yates and his wife had married in 1942, and they had frequently
quarreled, she said, but their real trouble began about the time he was
charged with doping Miss Banks. She had agreed to stay in El Paso and
care for the horses stabled at Cowboy Park while the racing season was
on in Albuquerque. Earlier, they had cashed some bonds for which she
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had received $283. Later, she said, she had given Yates $250 of that
money, which he had claimed he needed for his stay in Albuquerque. They
had both worked for Land in the past, but Yates currently was employed
as a machinist for Darbyshire Steel Company.
I
At that time the stables were located in an Ascarate area known as
Cowboy Park, popular among local horsemen. There was a track connected with the stables, and impromptu races were often run there. Yates
and his wife were living in a small apartment connected with the stables.
On the night of November 24 (some two months after Yates had
returned from the State Fair), Mrs. Yates and a neighbor, Mrs. C.R. Staton,
were sitting in the Penguin Bar on Highway 80 when Yates found them
there and became belligerent. He struck his wife repeatedly, and when
Mrs. Staton tried to reason with him he slapped her, according to her
statement to police. Two days later Yates was jailed, charged by Mrs.
Staton with assault, and the same night his wife packed her bag and left
by bus for San Diego, where she would stay in the home of her son by
a previous marriage. On November 29 she sent Yates instructions for
sending on her trunk.
According to Land, Yates had cashed another $2,500 in bonds about
the same time his wife left. However, all that was found after his murder
was $245 and his paycheck, both recovered from his body.
On December 4th, early in the evening, Yates met Mrs. Gertrude
Encinas, a United States citizen living in Juarez who operated a sightseeing cab company in El Paso in partnership with her brother. Yates had
known her for some time, she said, and the meeting was in a bar at Second
and El Paso Streets. After dining together, they left for a drive to Fabens.
Yates stopped at a gas station to purchase a can of coal oil for his stove.
The clerk clearly remembered him because Yates had presented a fiftydollar bill, not often seen in those years. The change that the clerk gave
to Yates was later found in the dead man's pants pocket.
Yates and his companion then stopped at the stable to drop off the oil,
and Yates observed that there evidently had been a break-in at his apartment. A window had been smashed and a screen removed. He turned the
car so that its headlights faced the door of the apartment, and while Mrs.
Encinas waited in the car he entered the apartment. Apparently satisfied
that nothing had been disturbed, he turned to leave. Just as he reached
Art Leibson, an attorney-turned-newspaperman, is retired from the staff of the
El Paso Times. This is the seventh and final panel in his series of articles dealing
with unsolved murders which occurred in El Paso County during the years 19241948.
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the door, a shot rang out. He fell across the threshold. The shot had been
fired from outside a window located on an eight-foot corridor between the
stables and a wire fence. The hole in the screen of that window would
be the only evidence ever found after a long and careful search. Neither
the shell nor its casing was ever recovered, and the high wind blowing sand
had obliterated any traces of footprints.
To Mrs. Encinas it seemed the bullet had come from the direction of
the car and she cringed in terror, waiting at least fifteen minutes crouched
down in the seat. Then she waited another ten minutes after opening the
car door before getting up her courage to race to a neighbor and call the
Sheriff's office. Yates evidently had been killed instantly by the
marksman's well-aimed bullet.
Both Mrs. Staton and her husband were very familiar with guns and
were questioned at length in the case. Staton admitted having bought a
pistol and two boxes of cartridges on November 25, and also said he went
looking for Yates after the incident in the bar. But he added, "I never carry
a gun when I am expecting trouble."
A bartender named Sargeant Tangney testified to Mrs. Staton's skill
in marksmanship, and he further related that she had told him about the
difficulty in the Penguin Bar and had said, "If Yates makes one false move,
I intend to get him."
The Statons, however, had an ironclad alibi as to their whereabouts
on the night of the murder.
Another suspect questioned was Angel Valenzuela, a jockey later wellknown in racing, who was a constant companion of Yates. A hospitalization receipt for Valenzuela was also found in Yates' pants pocket. Many
others went through the questioning mill. Yates' twin brother, who lived
on North Stanton Street, said he knew of no enemies his brother had. W.
A. Simpson, of Port Arthur, Texas, brother: of Yates' widow, said he had
seen Yates after the separation but declared that Yates had made no
mention of his wife's leaving. He described the trainer as "a peculiar man
who never told anyone anything."
At the inquest hearing, Mrs. Staton refused to answer any questions,
on advice of her attorney, W. H. Fryer. Her husband, however, was most
open and cooperative. Mrs. Encinas, held at first under bond as a material
witness, was released after giving a complete account of the night of horror.
She even included the fact that a horse, penned between the stable and a
wire fence ten feet away, was entirely undisturbed by the firing of the shot.
Nothing more is known about the ambush and murder of Herbert
Yates:-tr
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR ADVENTURES
A Letter from Maren Jensen Oechsner
In her book Moments in Time: A History of the Tomillo Community
and its People (1981 ), Frances Segulia includes a letter to "Dear Ann
Carroll" which appeared in the El Paso Herald-Post of October 16, 1975.
The letter was written by Mrs. John G. Oechsner (now deceased), and it
describes some of her experiences during the spring of 1917, when as a
very young woman she taught school at Tornillo, Texas, El Paso County's
southeasternmost town. At that "moment in time," Mrs. Oechsner was
Miss Maren Jensen, a descendent (in Mrs. Segulia' s words) of "the first
Anglo family to settle in the El Paso Lower Valley."
Mrs. Oechsner' s letter is here reproduced with the permission of
Frances Segulia.

M

FTER MY GRADUATION FROM NEW EL PASO HIGH
School, Miss Myra Winkler, county superintendent, gave me
a teaching job at Tornillo, Texas. Salary was 60 dollars per
month. I roomed and boarded at the Fabens (O'Donnel) Inn and commuted
by train to my school a few miles east of Fabens. The morning ride was
no problem. Fabens was a station stop. The early train, which was made
up in El Paso, always arrived on time; and the nice conductor took care
that I got off at the Tornillo siding.
The afternoon train was another story. Westbound No. 9 had to be
flagged for a passenger who was not at the station, and it was often late.
I was terrified the first time I stood on the engineer's side of the track,
and frantically waved a white flag at the monster. A short whistle was the
signal that I had been seen. The long train stopped, and I was on my way
to the Inn.
When I arrived at the school the first winter morning, I saw a beautiful
picture. The one-room adobe school was located alone at the edge of the
mesquite-covered sand hills. The front of the building faced the railroad
track, the few buildings and the wide open spaces, and the undeveloped
valley. Great clouds of dust gave signs that farmers were hard at work
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clearing the land and preparing the
fields for cotton planting.
I did not have long to wait after
reaching the school before brighteyed youngsters began filing in to
greet the new teacher. Ages ranged
from seven to eleven, and grades
from first to fourth. About ten pupils
registered. Someone had a cheery
fire going so it was easy to feel at
home with one another-teacher and
class members.
Nobody minded the crude setup.
Boys carried the firewood and each
pupil pumped his own drinking water
at the pitcher pump in the yard.
Miss Maren Jensen, the teacher at
As I closed the door to leave for
Tomillo School in the spring of 1917.
(Photo courtesy Alice Barton, Fabens,
Fabens one day, I saw a soldier drive
Texas, and Kathleen Oechsner Gilliland,
up on a motorcycle with his sidecar.
El Paso)
He said No. 9 would be late and he
had been sent to take the teacher back to the Inn. This was the year 1917,
and the United States had Army outposts along the Mexican border. The
personnel at the Fabens Army Camp checked daily with the station master
to see whether No. 9 would be on time. If not, then the soldier with
motorcycle and sidecar was dispatched to carry the teacher home.
That first ride was something to be remembered. All the way over
the bumpy road, I clung to my hat and the sidecar bar.
One day in March a sandstorm was raging. I felt a little fear as I stood
waving my flag in the wind at the oncoll)ing train. I shall never know
whether the man at the throttle saw me or whether he presumed I'd be there.
Whatever the case, the train did stop, and the conductor picked up my
fifteen-cent fare. Once or twice, though, that spring, the train chugged
right on past me, finally screeching to a sudden stop way up the line.
Whereupon the schoolmarm dropped all pretense of dignity and made a
frantic dash for that train.
Finally, I wish to mention an unforgettable Mexican lady. Every day
at twelve noon she had a delicious hot meal ready which she served with
lively conversation. She helped to make my four-month term at Tornillo
a rich memory. -CC
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A HISTORY OF HISPANIC THEATRE IN THE UNITED
STATES: Origins to 1940 by Nicolas Kanellos. Austin: The
University of Texas Press, 1990, $38.00/$15.95
The fact that Hispanic theatre flourished in the United States from as
early as the mid-19th century may be the American theatre's best kept
secret. Nicolas Kanellos, Professor of Hispanic and classical languages
at the University of Houston, has changed that with his richly detailed
panorama of Hispanic theatre in this country from its origins until the
outbreak of World War II.
Professor Kanellos spent 16 years researching his subject from archives in Spain, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and some eight states of the United
States. The result of his labors is a study both scholarly and entertaining,
organized around the principal cities where Hispanic theatre developed:
Los Angeles, San Antonio, New York, Tampa, Laredo, El Paso, Tucson,
and San Francisco. In chapters devoted to those various cities the author
examines each one's outstanding contribution to America's Hispanic
theatre, showing, for example, how Los Angeles became a main focal point
of Mexican and Mexican-American playwrights, while vaudeville and tent
theatre flourished in San Antonio. Native El Pasoans may be surprised
to learn (as indeed was this reviewer) that from the turn of the century on
through the 1930s their city was a profitable town for Hispanic professional
touring companies, such as that of the famous Mexican actress Virginia
Fabregas, which played not only Liberty Hall but also the stages of our
several Mexican movie houses: the Teatro Col6n, the Alcazar, the Alhambra, and the Rex. During the 1930s El Paso also supported an amateur
resident stock company, Teatro Intimo, which attracted both Mexican and
Anglo audiences by alternating plays in English and Spanish.
San Francisco, Tucson and Laredo also figured prominently on the
touring circuit, which included villages and towns in New Mexico as well.
200
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In Tampa, Hispanic theatre naturally has shown Cuban-Spanish influences,
while a dynamic pan-Hispanism, embracing Peninsular and New World
Spanish elements was the salient feature in New York.
Descriptions and photographs of various theatres, besides those of the
companies and individual actors who graced their stages, enhance this
fascinating book, as do also personal insights given the reader into the lives
and careers of some of the greatest playwrights, impresarios, actors, and
directors in Hispanic theatre.
So many more milestones have been laid since 1940 on the road of
America's Hispanic theatre movement that one can only hope for a sequel
to Professor Kanellos' work. The annual zarzuela and the Siglo de Oro
festivals at the Chamizal National Park Theatre in El Paso testify to the
vitality of Hispanic theatre in the United States today, as do the achievements of such companies as Luis Valdez's Teatro Campesino in California,
the Cuban Immigrant Theatre in Miami, and the Puerto Rican Traveling
Theatre.
We look forward, hoping it will not have to be another 16 years, to
the publication of Professor Kanellos' A HISTORY OF HISPANIC
THEATRE IN THE UNITED STATES, Volume II.
ROBERT L. TAPPAN
Associate Professor (retired), Department of Linguistics and Languages
The University of Texas at El Paso

WE JUST TOUGHED IT OUT: Women in the Llano Estacado by
Georgellen Burnett. El Paso: Texas Western Press (Southwestern
Studies Series No. 90), $12.00/$7.50
Georgellen Burnett has researched and preserved the history of eight
West Texas pioneers. She wisely begins h~r 43 pages of text by sketching
a sense of the land, "as level as a tabletop," where at most the elevation
differential is ten feet per mile. Llano Estacado, often mistranslated as
"Staked Plains," means stockaded or palisaded plains, since to the early
Spanish explorers the outcropping of the Caprock looked like stone fortifications. It is a land of severe heat and wind and blizzards, and it dictated
the resourcefulness needed by the settlers in the 1880s and '90s
The eight women in Burnett's study came to the area with their
families and chose to stay after their respective husbands died. They were
all "notable women," successful farmers, ranchers and businesswomen.
Burnett emphasizes their pioneering roles in bridging the gap between male
and female spheres of work outside the home, but one sees that these
women were otherwise models of the expected female role. They did the
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domestic work, including food preparation, laundry, and health care. They
reared children and saw to their education. They were active in volunteer
efforts and church groups. They accepted the general responsibility for
"civilizing" the West.
These women were all important figures in the settlement of the
Panhandle. Mary Jane Alexander went to Mobeetie in 1884 with her
minister husband. When he died two years later, she bought land and
moved with her five children to a two-room house with a dugout. They
cleared the land of the whitened buffalo bones from the massive slaughters
of the 1870s and '80s and sold the bones for eight dollars a ton. The next
year Alexander brought in Hereford cattle, becoming the first woman
rancher in the Panhandle, and during her twenty years on the ranch she
increased its size to over eight sections of land.
Josie McDonald established Hotel McDonald in Sonora and ran it for
51 years until her death in 1956. Martha Rayburn Collard ran a mattress
factory and was the midwife for San Angelo. Hettie Sieber managed five
farms after she was widowed, and Minnie Cox Walker continued operating her husband's ranch. Lou Caraway Stubbs became a seed broker and
owner of the Acme Seed company in Lubbock. Alice Baker expanded her
stores into a group of stores and operated for 66 years. Dora Griffin,
widowed in 1897, married John Roberts, who owned the adjoining ranch.
He died in 1912 before oil was discovered on their lands. When Dora
Roberts died in 1953, she left "one of the largest estates in the history of
West Texas," and she had donated generously to establish churches and
to fund other projects throughout the Big Springs area.
Burnett concludes her study by noting that "The determination and
stamina of these eight women of the Llano Estacado in the face of hardship
and difficulty is representative of frontier women in general." When one
considers the history of women in other eras or today's mothers who work
outside the home, she might have said "representative of women in
general."
LOIS MARCHINO
Department of English, The University of Texas at El Paso

~
TEXAS HUMORESQUE: LONE STAR HUMORISTS FROM
THEN TILL NOW, compiled and edited by C. L. Sonnichsen.
Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, $14.95
No one is better qualified to assemble a collection of Texas humor than
C. L. Sonnichsen. He has been both a practitioner and a connoisseur for
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some sixty years. He points out, "In Texas, humor is a precious resource,
just under cattle and oil in importance, and should be treated with respect
as well as with laughter."
There is laughter aplenty in this volume because Texans are so good
at poking fun at each other and laughing at themselves. A humorist is
amused by human foibles; he shares his amusement with his readers. He
sorts through the mass of humanity to find the nonconformists, the
oddballs, and the exceptions. Sonnichsen has sorted through the mass of
Texas literature to find forty-three prime specimens.
After four "appetizers" to prove that "humor is alive and well in
Texas," Sonnichsen categorizes Texas humor: frontier and backwoods
personalities, lawless days, social nostalgia, the cattle country, minorities,
politics and politicians, ecclesiastical anomalies, vagabonds, and an assortment of metropolitan oddities who are as recent as yesterday's news.
Authors range from Randolph B. Marcy and John C. Duvall, who
wrote during the nineteenth century, to Joyce Gibson Roach, a Western
Writers of America Spur award winner for her essay "A High Toned
Woman." A bibliography provides source material for readers who have
discovered new authors and want to satisfy their appetites for more.
If the reader has sufficient will power to ration himself to one selection
a day just before bedtime, Texas Humoresque has sufficient dosage to
provide sleep untroubled for almost a month and a half.
C. L. "Doc" Sonnichsen needs no introduction to members of the El
Paso County Historical Society. His credentials are sandwiched between
the covers of more than twenty-five books and in hundreds of articles.
FRANCIS L. FUGATE
Professor Emeritus of English, The University of Texas at El Paso

SOLDIERS AND SETTLERS: Military Supply in the Southwest,
1861-1885 by Darlis A. Miller. Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, $45.
The significant impact of the military on the economy of the Southwest
in the years from the Civil War to the arrival of the railroads in 1880 is
the subject of this book by New Mexico State University history professor
Darlis A. Miller.
The author's investigation of military contracts respecting agrarian
pursuits shows that there were amazing changes in the Southwest during
the decades under study. The army's demand for flour literally created
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and expanded milling enterprises. Profits made by millers and merchants
were used to finance other business endeavors, and the Southwest developed a mixed economy in an era when laissez-faire capitalism dominated.
According to the author, cattlemen from New Mexico went to Texas
as early as 1865 to drive cattle to fulfill their military contracts. These
cattle drives preceded the famous long drives from Texas to the railheads
in Missouri. The cattle industry was stimulated by military contracts, and
some of the cattle barons of New Mexico and Arizona were not ranchers
but cattle dealers who profited from army contracts.
Civilians competed with each other in attempting to gain military
contracts such as those to establish forage agencies. Contracts for cutting
and hauling wood and hay sometimes provided jobs for the poor or
unemployed civilians. Also, as a consequence of the great sums of money
which the government spent to provide and maintain modem facilities at
the garrisons, qualified carpenters and masons were in great demand.
As the author explores every type of military contract, the geographic
focus in each chapter includes examples from the military installations in
West Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona. Special recognition should be
given for some of the excellent observations concerning local history and
the policies of certain military personalities.
This excellent book, based on the author's extensive research in
primary sources, also contains maps, eight tables of contracts, photographs, and an extensive bibliography.
J. MORGAN BROADDUS
Department of History, The University of Texas at El Paso

~
INFORMATION ON EL PASO PIONEERS
Readers of Password may be interested in knowing about two sources
on Texas history and biography that provide considerable information on
El Paso pioneers. One is a five-volume work, Texas and Texans, edited
by Johnson and Barker, and published in 1914. The second, also a fivevolume work, is entitled Texas Under Many Flags, edited by Clarence R.
Wharton, and published in 1930.
The Johnson and Barker set has biographical sketches of 166 El Paso
pioneers, covering Volumes III through V, and there is an index in Volume
I. The Wharton set has additional biographical sketches of 68 El Paso
pioneers in its Volumes III through V. It also has an index in Volume I.
These two important sources of information, overlooked in the past,
are available at the El Paso Public Library, Main.
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